College Works Painting Reference Letter
Catherine Berezansky
I want to thank you for the excellent and superbly professional job you did painting our
house. If you hadn t stopped by to introduce yourself and offer us an estimate for your
services. We would have still been stack not knowing where to begin on our project.
Your confidence, professionalism and dedication to our even question and concern
assured us that we were in the best hands at all times.
Aug, 24 2008
Mr. Brain Nardi
College Works Painting
Saddle Brook, NJ
Dear Brian:
I want to thank you for the excellent and superbly professional job you did painting our
house. If you hadn t stopped by to introduce yourself and offer us an estimate for your
services. We would have still been stack not knowing where to begin on our project.
Your confidence, professionalism and dedication to our even question and concern
assured us that we were in the best hands at all times.
I especially appreciate your patience with our indecision about color and your
willingness to apply several practice coats before we made up our minds. You made us
feel that you really cared about our job and you were not at all hesitant to do what it took
to make us feel comfortable at all times.
I was extremely impressed with your whole crew. Nate and Oz were polite, fastidious
and hard working.
I was glad to open my house to them for a bathroom break and had to insist that they
stop for a cold drink a times when they wanted to keep working.
Most importantly, I want to say how impressed I was with your attention to every detail,
to make sure that we were completely satisfied with your work. Although we only had
minor concerns for areas we hoped might dedicated upon or done a bit differently your
crew was more than happy to attend to every item we asked about. The clean up at the
end of every day was also in how hard you would and how it was.
Again, we want to express our sincere thanks to you all. Our neighbors have all
commented and asked about you. They have also been so impressed! We would be
happy to offer our wholehearted recommendation to anyone who is considering having
you paint their house.
Sincerely,
Catherine Berezansky

